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Abstract 
The atomistic simulation of nanoidentation has become a powerful method to probe the mechanical behaviour 
and properties of small volumes of materials. It is crucial to calculate the projected contact area (PCA) accurately 
in order to obtain a reliable value of nanoindentation hardness. In this work, atomistic simulations of 
nanoindentation were performed on the Cu(111) and Ag(111) surfaces, and a new compensational boundary 
method is proposed to calculate the PCA. Compared with other available methods, this method provides a clear 
physical implication, and works well independently of the contact depth and the deformation behaviour of the 
material. It is also concluded that the widely-used experimental OliverPharr (OP) method significantly 
underestimates the PCA in atomistic simulations, and does not work for shallow nanoindentation at the nanoscale. 
Keywords: Projected contact area; Nanoindentation; Atomistic simulation. 
1. Introduction 
Nanoidentation has become a simple but reliable and powerful experimental technique for probing the 
mechanical response of small volumes of materials. The increasingly high levels of control, sensitivity, 
and data acquisition offered by nanoindentation testers have resulted in numerous advances in materials 
science, particularly regarding the fundamental mechanisms of material behaviour at the nanoscale and 
even atomic scale. Integrated with other techniques, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), electron 
imaging, diffraction, heating and electrical contact resistance measurement, nanoindentation 
experiments can be performed in situ to study the interplay between mechanical, thermal and electrical 
effects of materials [1, 2]. At the nanoscale, the atomistic simulation, which tracks atoms motion 
mainly based on the Newtons second law (for molecular dynamics) or energy minimization (for 
molecular statics), is another well-established technique to study material behaviour from the atomic 
view. It has been very helpful to reveal the atomic processes underlying the nanoindentation response 
of materials [3, 4]. 
Conventional hardness is defined as the test load divided by the surface area or projected surface 
area of the residual impression after the removal of the load, which is often measured with naked eyes 
or with optical microscopes, while the nanoindentation hardness is defined as the test load divided by 
the projected area of the contact between the tested material and the indenter at that load, which area is 
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too small to be measured optically. How to acquire the PCA accurately has always been a critical issue 
in nanoindentation experiments and simulations. The PCA is often defined as an area function of the 
contact depth for a specific shaped indenter. The OP method has been adopted widely to determine 
the area function and contact depth, and undergone numerous refinements and changes due to the 
advances of testing techniques and understanding of the contact mechanics. In this method, the area 
function is validated by using materials of known Youngs modulus, and the contact depth is calculated 
from an analysis of the loaddepth curve based on Hertzian contact theory [5, 6]. The AFM can be used 
to directly measure the area function, rather than the actual contact area due to the elastic recovery of 
tested materials during withdrawal of the indenter [7, 8]. Additional corrections must be made for the 
evaluation of the PCA due to the imperfect indenter geometry, the tilt and surface defects of samples, 
and the pile-up/sink-in behaviour of tested materials [913]. 
The OP scheme was applied to calculate the PCA in atomistic simulations of nanoindentation by 
Ju et al [14], resulting in a higher hardness for Cu(001), Cu(110) and Cu(111) surfaces than the 
experimental values. It can be accounted by the result of Jeng and Tans atomistic simulation of 
nanoindentation on the Cu(001) surface that OP method underestimates the PCA [15]. However, the 
inability of the OP method needs to be studied further by nanoindentation simulations along other 
crystal orientations due to the anisotropy of metal crystals [16, 17]. On the other hand, each atom in the 
sample and the indenter can be easily located in atomistic simulations of nanoindentation, which make 
it feasible to acquire the PCA directly from the atomic configuration of the sample under the indenter 
or that of the indenter. Two steps are usually taken to achieve this goal: (i) distinguishing the effective 
atoms contributing to the PCA from the others by some criterion, and (ii) calculating the PCA by a 
proper method based on these effective atoms. Before applying this idea, two types of indenter models 
should be understood: the physical one consisting of atoms and the virtual spherical one without any 
atomic detail. The interactions between indenters and samples are described by a semi-empirical many-
body or pair potential [14, 15, 18, 19], and a simple empirical repulsive pair function[4, 17, 20, 21]. If 
the atoms in the sample and/or the indenter undergo an exterior repulsive force, they are identified as 
the effective contact atoms. Chen and Ke [18] presented two approaches to calculate the PCA based on 
the projections of the effective contact atoms in the physical indenter identified by the repulsive force: 
(i) the circular approximation of the projections boundary considering the action range of indenter 
atoms, and (ii) the polygonal approximation by connecting all contact atoms. However, they cannot be 
applied directly to the atomistic simulations using the virtual indenter due to no atomic detail being 
available for the indenter. Lilleodden et al [21] took the area of the polygon with vertices at the 
projections of contact atoms in the sample as the PCA. Jeng and Tan [15] used the contact pressure to 
identify the PCA. These polygonal approximation algorithms ignore the contribution from the partial 
area outside the boundary occupied by atoms in the polygonal boundary. The problem will become 
serious in the case of a small number of contact atoms when the depth is shallow. 
In order to solve these problems, in this paper a new compensational boundary method for the 
PCA calculation in atomistic simulations is proposed and compared with several other methods to prove 
its validity. The applicability of the OP method at the nanoscale is also tested by the nanoindentaton 
simulations on Cu(111) and Ag(111) surfaces. 
2. Computational details 
The nanoindentation was performed on the (111) surface of a single crystal with dimensions of 
13[112] 23[110] 10[111]a a au u  as shown in Fig. 1a, where a is the lattice constant, 3.615 Å for Cu and 
4.09 Å for Ag. The embedded atom method (EAM) potentials developed by Mishin et al [22, 23] were 
adopted to model the atomic interaction. The top surface of the crystal is traction free, while the bottom 
three layers of atoms are fixed and the periodic boundary conditions are applied to the other surfaces. 
The virtual spherical indenter was adopted and represented by a repulsive potential of the form: 
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where n is the number of atoms in the sample, k is a force constant, R is the indenter radius, and ri is the 
distance from atom i to the spherical centre of the indenter. Here, they are k = 200 eV/Å3 and R = 40 Å 
for both simulations on Cu and Ag. The test load P is defined as the summation of vertical components 
of the forces F calculated from Eq. (1). If an atom penetrates the boundary of the indenter (i.e., when ri 
< R), it will become a contact atom and contribute to P as shown in Fig. 1b. The number of contact 
atoms is noted as nc, and the penetration depth of contact atom i is defined as: 
 pen
i
ih R r   (2) 
The indentation was conducted in a displacement-control mode by initially positioning the indenter 
above one of the free surface atoms, which is named as the first contact atom for convenience of 
reference. The loading process of nanoindentation commences after the indenter contacts the first 
contact atom. The indentation depth H is defined as: 
 load unloadstep step( )H H n n '   (3) 
where ǻH is the displacement of the indenter at each step, here ǻH=0.1 Å, loadstepn  is the step number of 
loading, and unloadstepn  is the step number of unloading before P becomes zero. The depths at which the 
unloading process commences and ends are noted as Hmax and Hp, respectively. At each step the 
equalized atomic configuration was found using energy minimization by the open code LAMMPS [24]. 
The loaddepth curves of nanoindentation were plotted from the variables of P and H. 
 
Fig. 1. Atomistic model of nanoindentation on the (111) surface: (a) three-dimensional (3D) one, and 
(b) 2D one on a single (110)  atomic plane. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Methods to calculate the PCA in atomistic simulations 
The sample underwent an elastic deformation before the emission of the initial dislocations during 
nanoindentation. The atoms in the deformed sample surface are same with ones in the initial sample 
surface, and can be easily identified. Fig. 2a show the surface atoms around the indenter and their 
projections on the plane perpendicular to the loading direction at H=0.6 Å. The projections of contact 
atoms are surrounded by a black circle, and the area occupied by them is the PCA, which can be 
calculated by two methods as shown in Fig. 2bc. Each surface atom and its projection in Fig. 2ab are 
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coloured by its distance from the initial position of the first contact atom along the loading direction i
zh , 
while each contact atom projection in Fig. 2c is coloured by its penetration depth pen
ih . The white point 
encircled by a black boundary marks the projection of the indenter centre. 
 
Fig. 2. Partition of the projection plane of the surface atoms around the indenter by two methods to 
calculate the PCA at H=0.6 Å: (a) surface atoms and their projections on the plane perpendicular to the 
loading direction, and which is partitioned by (b) the Voronoi diagram method and (c) the 
compensational boundary method. 
3.1.1. Voronoi diagram method 
As shown in Fig. 2b, the projection plane is partitioned into a Voronoi diagram [25], which makes each 
surface atom projection occupy a convex polygon consisting of all points closer to that projection than 
to any other. Therefore, the Voronoi polygon of each atom projection encircles the region actually 
occupied by that projection, and the area sum of the Voronoi polygons of the contact atom projections 
is the true physical PCA, noted as VorcA . As a common crystal defect, the surface step forms when 
dislocations emit to account for the plastic deformation, resulting in the appearance of non-contact 
surface atoms inside the boundary polygon connected by the adjacent contact atom projections. Fig. 3a 
shows an example of this case at H=4.2 Å, where the contact atom projections are marked by white 
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solid circles, and the non-contact atom projections without marks are located at the vicinity of the 
vertices of the red triangle. The areas of these non-contact atom projections should be taken into account 
in the calculation of the PCA. However, with the aggravation of the plastic deformation during 
nanoindentation as shown in Fig. 3c, there is no simple and effective criterion to distinguish surface 
atoms from interior atoms due to the complex surface morphology, resulting in the Voronoi diagram of 
the set of surface atom projections being unable to be worked out. Therefore, the Voronoi diagram 
method is applicable to calculate the PCA only before the emission of the initial dislocations. 
 
Fig. 3 Surface atom projections and their Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation: (a) surface atom 
projections and their Voronoi diagram, and (b) contact atom projections and their Delaunay 
triangulation with the convex hull at H=4.2 Å; (c) the top view of the atomic configuration of the sample 
surface, and (d) contact atom projections and their Delaunay triangulation with the convex hull at H=6.3 
Å. 
3.1.2. Compensational boundary method 
During the whole process of nanoindentation the contact atoms can always be identified easily by 
finding the atoms in the sample subjected to the repulsive force from the indenter, and their projections 
can be used to define the boundary of the projected contact surface, resulting in a feasible calculation 
of the main part of the PCA based on this boundary. Then, the areas of the boundary atom projections 
outside the boundary are used to compensate the main part to finalize the PCA. This is the basic idea of 
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the proposed compensational boundary method to calculate the PCA. The key issues of this method 
include the constitution of the boundary of the projected contact surface, identification of the 
compensational atom projections and the compensation solution. Here, a simple and easy algorithm 
based on the Matlab® functions is given as an example of realization. The convex hull [25] of the set of 
contact atom projections, which is the smallest convex set containing all of these projections, is defined 
as the boundary coloured in pink as shown in Figs. 2c and 3, and its area is noted as Ahul. Both of the 
atom projections in the boundary and close to the boundary contribute to the compensation item of the 
PCA. In order to identify the near-boundary atom projections the Delaunay triangulation [25] of the 
convex hull, which is the dual graph of the Voronoi diagram, is introduced. This type of the 
compensational boundary method is performed as given in the following steps: 
(I) The initial indented surface area of the sample is divided by the number of surface atoms, and 
the average is noted as Arec. Assume that each contact atom projection is encircled by a rectangle with 
an area of Arec as shown in Figs. 1c, 3b and 3d. 
(II) The exterior angle of the boundary polygon, for example, those at the vertices 1 and 2 in Fig. 
2c, is noted as ĳ. 
(III) The angle opposite to the edge of the boundary polygon is noted as ȥ. Here, the atom 
projection with ȥ>175° is defined as the near-boundary atom projection, for example, the atom 
projection 3 in Fig. 2c. 
(IV) The compensational area from both the boundary atom projections and near-boundary atom 
projections can be calculated as: 
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where nĳ and nȥ are the numbers of the boundary atom projections and near-boundary atom projections, 
respectively. 
(V) The PCA is calculated as: 
 cobouc
m c
hul com c
,           3
,  3
A n
A
A A n

 t
­ ®¯  (5) 
Based on the value of boucA , the contact radius can be defined as: 
 bouc ca A S  (6) 
The black hollow circles with a radius of ac centred at the projection of the indenter centre are plotted 
in Figs. 2 and 3. It can be seen that the circle occupies nearly the same area with that calculated by the 
Voronoi diagram method. The Matlab® script for this algorithm is available via email to the authors*. 
It should be noted that in order to save the computational time, the atomistic simulations of 
nanoindentation in this research were performed by the virtual spherical indenter and the energy 
minimization method; however, the compensational boundary method is applicable to calculate the 
PCA for other atomistic simulations of nanoindentation, no matter what type of indenter is (physical or 
virtual), what their shapes are, nor the simulation methods adopted (energy minimization or molecular 
dynamics). The energy minimization and molecular dynamics apply different methods to track atoms 
motion within the simulation system, but the resulted atomic configurations, which are used to calculate 
the PCA, are the same. The nanoindentation simulations using any shaped virtual indenter and physical 
indenter follow the same basic principle to identify the contact atoms, while the specific steps are 
different. For the virtual indenter, if the distance between the sample atom and the indenter falls in the 
distance region of repulsive force, the atom is identified as a contact atom. For the physical indenter, if 
an atom in the sample undergoes a repulsive force from the indenter, it will be taken as a contact atom. 
                                                          
* Email: zhenhai.xu8@gmail.com. 
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Compared with the simulation using the virtual spherical indenter, more computational steps and time 
are needed to identify the contact atoms for the simulation using the physical and/or other shaped 
indenter. Once the contact atoms are identified from the atomic configuration of the sample, the 
proposed method could be adopted and carried out in the same way as above. 
3.2. Validity of the compensational boundary method 
3.2.1. Comparison with other numerical methods in atomistic simulations 
To check the reliability of the compensational boundary method, except the above Voronoi diagram 
method, two other available methods in atomistic simulations are also introduced to calculate the PCA 
for the nanoindentation of Cu(111) to different indentation depths. One method is based on the constant 
rectangle area Arec of contact atoms, and defined as: 
 recc rec cA A n   (7) 
The other method is based on the Hertzian contact theory used at the macroscale, and depends on the 
contact depth. It is defined as: 
 Her Her 2c c( )A aS  (8) 
 Her 2 2 2 2c c c c t t( ) 2 4a R R h Rh h Rh h       ฀ (9) 
where hc and ht are the contact depth and indentation depth as shown in Fig. 4, and hc=ht/2. 
 
Fig. 4. Schematic of the contact between a rigid spherical indenter and a flat non-rigid specimen. 
Before the emission of the initial dislocations at H=4.1 Å, all four methods are feasible to calculate 
the PCA, their comparison being shown in Fig. 5: 
(I) With the increase of H, the contact atoms undergo a more severe compression by surrounding 
atoms, and then the average of each contact atoms Voronoi polygon area becomes smaller. Arec is 
constant, and the counting number is the same, resulting in the monotone increase of rec Vorc cA A  with an 
average of 1.025±0.012 which indicates that VorcA  can be roughly approximated by 
rec
cA . 
(II) Due to the relationship of ht ا R in the initial stage of nanoindentation, the item 2t 4h  in Eq. 
(9) approximates zero, and then Eq. (8) is reduced to Herc tA RhS . Here, ht is substituted by H, resulting 
in a near-linear relationship between HercA  and H indicated as the green curve. 
Her
cA  is less than the 
values calculated by the other three methods except at H=0.1 Å, and the average of Her Vorc cA A  is 
0.798±0.064 at H=0.24.1 Å, indicating a large deviation of HercA  from the true physical PCA. The 
reason is that the relationship of ht/hc=2 in the Hertzian contact theory fails in atomistic simulations as 
show in the top-left inset of Fig. 5, where ht is the maximum of izh , and hc is the average distance along 
the loading direction of the contact atoms far from the first contact atom relative to the deepest contact 
atom. Here, the contact atoms far from the first contact atom are identified by their projection with a 
distance of no less 0.1 Å than the distance between the furthest contact atom projection from the first 
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contact atom projection. ht/hc is always less than the Hertzian value of 2, resulting in a smaller value of 
Her
cA  according to Eqs. (8) and (9). 
(III) The average and maximum of bou Vorc cA A  are 0.995±0.016 and 0.954, respectively, i.e., they 
are very close to each other. Therefore, the assumption of the convex hull combined with the boundary 
compensation is a reasonable approximation of the true physical PCA. The discrete evolution of boucA  
results from the discrete nature of the contact region, as shown in Fig. 6. boucA  increases with the 
increase of nc from 13 at H=0.5 Å to 19 at H=0.6 Å. With further indentation until H=0.8 Å, pen
ih  
increases, but nc remains constant, resulting in the negligible change in boucA . 
 
Fig. 5. Comparison of the PCA calculated using different methods before the emission of the initial 
dislocations. 
 
Fig. 6. The discrete evolution of boucA  during nanoindentation: (a) H=0.5 Å, (b) H=0.6 Å, (c) H=0.7 Å, (d) 
H=0.8 Å. 
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After the emission of the initial dislocations at H=4.2 Å, only the compensational boundary method 
is feasible to calculate the value of the PCA. Fig. 7 shows that boucA  increases with the increase of H. 
Less plateaux appear in the curve compared with the case before the emission of the initial dislocations, 
due to the larger area increment for the same loading step with the deeper indentation, as shown in the 
top-right inset of Fig. 7. The contribution of the boundary compensation and the assessment of its 
necessity can be characterized by boucom cA A : 
(I) At the initial stage of nanoindentation, the number ratio Ș of the boundary atom projections and 
near-boundary atom projections with the contact atom projections is high, therefore the boundary 
compensation contributes greatly to the PCA, resulting in a high value of boucom cA A . 
(II) Before the emission of the initial dislocations, boucom cA A  gradually decreases with fluctuation 
with the increase of H, and reaches a minimum of 10% at H=3.9 Å. The contribution to the PCA from 
the boundary compensation is significant, and it is necessary to include the boundary compensation in 
the calculation of the PCA. After the emission of the initial dislocations, boucom cA A  decreases with 
weaker fluctuation, and reaches a minimum of 3% at H=9.8 Å. The contribution to the PCA from the 
boundary compensation becomes weak. Nevertheless, the boundary compensation is acceptable for the 
deeper indentation, due to its small proportion in the total computational cost in the compensational 
boundary method. 
 
Fig. 7. Variations of boucA , 
bou
com cA A  and 
rec bou
c cA A  with H 
rec bou
c cA A  can qualitatively characterize the number ratio of contact atoms and the surface atoms 
under the indenter. Apparently, the ratio decreases roughly with the depth increase, as shown in Fig. 7. 
Especially, a sharp drop appears when surface steps form, resulting from the emission of the massive 
dislocations. 
In conclusion, the Voronoi diagram method provides a clear physical implication, and the area 
calculated by it is a true physical PCA. However, it cannot be applicable to calculate the PCA only after 
the emission of the initial dislocations due to the failure in identifying surface atoms. By comparison 
with the Voronoi diagram method, it is established that the compensational boundary method is a 
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reasonable approximation of the true physical PCA, and it works well independently of the deformation 
behavior of the material. 
3.2.2. Comparison with the OP method 
Compared with the OP method used widely in experiments, the calculation of the PCA by the 
compensational boundary method based on contact atoms does not involve the preliminary assessment 
of the contact depth hc and the pre-assumption of a specific indentation deformation mode (i.e., pile-up 
or sink-in). Therefore, boucA  is the true physical PCA, resulting in a true and accurate nanoindentation 
hardness bouITH  based on it, which will be compared with the value 
O-P
ITH  based on the OP method. 
In order to determine the PCA by the OP method, the upper 50%80% of the unloading curve of 
the test load is taken for the least-square fitting to a simple law relationship: 
  f mP h hD   (10) 
where Į, hf and m are constants. A tangent is constructed by differentiating the unloading curve and 
evaluating at the maximum applied force. The intercept of this tangent with the depth axis yields a depth 
hr, which determines the contact depth hc for the spherical indenter together with the maximum depth 
hmax as: 
 c max r0.25 0.75h h h   (11) 
Therefore, the PCA can be calculated by: 
 O-Pc
2
c c2 ,RA h h  (12) 
The maximum of pen
ih  at H=6.3 Å is 0.1127 Å, as shown in Fig. 3d, but the maximum average of pen
ih  
during the unloading process is only 0.0673 Å, resulting in the rationality of using the indentation depth 
H for the above fitting procedure in atomistic simulations. The solid lines and scatter plots in Fig. 8 
correspond to the loading and unloading processes from Hmax=5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 Å for 
nanoindentations on Cu(111) and Ag(111), respectively. Each sharp drop or increase of the load 
indicates dislocations emission or annihilation. The initial part of each unloading curve is fitted to Eq. 
(10), the result being shown as the dashed line. The upper limit of the fitting interval is set at the 
beginning of the unloading, while the lower limit is taken by these rules: (I) the point before the first 
sharp change of the slope of the unloading plot (e.g., the point before the first load increase); (II) the 
point before the second sharp change of the slope of the unloading plot when the first change of the 
slope is weak and there are only several data points before it; (III) the point at H=0.8(HmaxíHp) when 
the unloading plot is smooth. The unloading plots with Hmax=5, 8, and 6 Å follow the three rules, 
respectively. 
 
Fig. 8. Loaddepth curves for unloading from different depths and their fitting to the power function 
for nanoindentation on: (a) Cu(111), (b) Ag(111). 
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After the fitting, O-PcA  was easily calculated by Eqs. (11) and (12), and the difference between 
O-P
ITH  and 
bou
ITH  can be characterized by: 
 
O-P bou bou O-P
O-P bou max c max c c c
IT IT IT bou O-P
ma c
IT
x c
=( )
P A P A A A
H H H
P A
H
A
 '    (13) 
)LJ VKRZV WKDW WKH YDOXHV RI ǻHIT fall over an interval of 0.120.32 for Cu(111), 0.100.30 for 
Ag(111), indicating that O-PITH  is much higher than 
bou
ITH . Therefore, the OP method significantly 
underestimates the contact depth in all of the atomistic simulation cases, and is not valid for the shallow 
nanoindentation at the nanoscale. It agrees with the result of the nanoindentation simulation on a Cu(001) 
surface [15]. The reason is that the metal at the nanoscale presents a significant discrete nature of the 
atomic constitution, and thus can no longer be regarded as a continuum medium. 
 
Fig. 9. Comparison of the nanoindentation hardness calculated by two methods at different unloading 
depths. 
4. Conclusions 
It is crucial to calculate the PCA accurately in order to obtain a reliable value of nanoindentation 
hardness. In this work, atomistic simulations of nanoindentation were performed on the Cu(111) and 
Ag(111) surfaces, and a new compensational boundary method is proposed to calculate the PCA in 
atomistic simulations. The key issues of this method include the constitution of the boundary of the 
projected contact surface, identification of the compensational atom projections and the compensation 
solution. A simple algorithm based on the Matlab® functions is given as an example of realization. 
Compared with other available methods, this method provides a clear physical implication, and works 
well independently of the contact depth and the deformation behaviour of the material. It is also 
concluded that the OP method, based on the continuum contact model and widely adopted in 
experiments, significantly underestimates the PCA in atomistic simulations, and does not work for 
shallow nanoindentation at the nanoscale. 
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